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Abstract: The calculations of NMR properties of molecules
using quantum chemical methods have deeply impacted
several branches of organic chemistry. They are particularly
important in structural or stereochemical assignments of or-
ganic compounds, with implications in total synthesis, ste-
reoselective reactions, and natural products chemistry. In
studying the evolution of the strategies developed to sup-
port (or reject) a structural proposal, it becomes clear that
the most effective and accurate ones involve sophisticated

procedures to correlate experimental and computational
data. Owing to their relatively high mathematical complexity,
such calculations (CP3, DP4, ANN-PRA) are often carried out
using additional computational resources provided by the
authors (such as applets or Excel files). This Minireview will
cover the state-of-the-art of these toolboxes in the assign-
ment of organic molecules, including mathematical defini-
tions, updates, and discussion of relevant examples.

Introduction

The calculation of magnetic properties of molecules with
quantum chemical approaches has been extensively used in
different branches of organic chemistry since the beginning of
the 21st century.[1–3] The development of reliable methods to
perform accurate NMR calculations, coupled with the impres-
sive processing capabilities of modern computers and the
user-friendly environment of most computational chemistry
software packages, are the main responsible to the growing in-
terest in the field. More than 2000 articles published in the
recent past demonstrate that quantum chemical calculations
of NMR shifts or coupling constants attains a privileged status
in modern organic chemistry.[1–3]

The impact of this discipline has been felt in different
areas—the structural assignment of natural products has had
the most benefit. The importance of using computed NMR
data in supporting (or rejecting) a structural proposal is magni-
fied considering the alarmingly large number of natural prod-
ucts that have been incorrectly assigned in the recent past.[4, 5]

This has an adverse impact in different branches of the scientif-
ic community, from the isolation team to those who have
been attracted by promising biological activities and beautiful
structures and venture into the synthesis of erroneous target
compounds. Ironically, it is precisely the total synthesis of the
putative structure that often plays a decisive role in solving
structural elucidation problems. During the last decade, the
structures of more than 300 natural products have been re-
vised by total synthesis.[6]

The high accuracy offered by quantum chemically computed
NMR properties offers a valuable and helpful alternative to pre-
vent structural or stereochemical misassignments. In this re-
spect, a wide variety of strategies to manage the decision
making process (to decide if a putative structure is correct, to
select the most likely isomer among several candidates, etc.)
have been used. In spite of the fact that they all share a main
premise (the correct structure will show good or better agree-
ment between experimental and computational NMR data),

the principal differences arise from how such agreement is
computed.

On one side, the entire decision making process lies mainly
in the value of basic and easy-to-calculate statistical parame-
ters of correlation, such as R2, the mean absolute error (MAE)
or corrected mean absolute error (CMAE). Then, if the NMR cal-
culation is expected to support a given assignment, any out-
side value in those parameters indicates unsound proposals.
For example, Rychnovsky[3i] and Tantillo[3c] used this approach
to challenge the originally assigned structures of hexacyclinol
and aquatolide, respectively (Figure 1).

Conversely, the NMR calculations can be used to determine
the correct structure among several (at least two) candidates.
In this case, the NMR values computed for the right structure
are expected to display a closer match (higher R2, lower MAE
and CMAE, etc.) with the experimental data than those com-
puted for the other candidates. Following this procedure, the
alternative structural proposals for hexacyclinol and aquatlide
were made (and further validated experimentally).

The use of simple statistical parameters of correlation have
been extensively used in the recent past to settle structural
issues of several natural products, including artarborol,[3o] obtu-
sallene,[3p] samoquasine A,[3q] spiroleucettadine,[3r] kadlongilac-
tones,[3s] ketopelenolides,[3t] and vannusal B,[3e] providing help-
ful assistance to identify the correct isomer among several can-
didates. However, in some cases the chemical shifts (and there-
fore, the MAE, R2, etc.) computed for two or more isomers are
similar enough to prevent the unequivocal assignment to-
wards a particular structure.

Recently, more sophisticated procedures to correlate experi-
mental and computational data have been developed, provid-

Figure 1. Originally proposed (left) and revised (right) structures of hexacycli-
nol and aquatolide.
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ing higher levels of confidence than those expected from
simple statistical parameters. From their higher mathematical
complexity, additional computational resources are often
needed to simplify the calculations.

These computational toolboxes, which combine quantum
chemical calculations of NMR shifts with complex upstream
data processing, are among the most accurate and important
alternatives to solve structural and stereochemical problems
from a theoretical point of view. Three main methods have
been developed, namely CP3,[7] DP4,[8] and ANN-PRA,[9] differing
(among other things) on the size of raw data needed in their
formulations (Figure 2). Thus, CP3 was developed to assign
two sets of experimental data to two possible structures,[7]

whereas DP4 was built to assign the most likely structure that,
among two or more candidates, best correlates with only one
set of experimental data.[8] Finally, the ANN-PRA (artificial
neural network pattern recognition analysis) was introduced to
determine the correctness of a structural proposal using only
one set of experimental and computational data.[9]

This Minireview will cover the state-of-the-art of these tool-
boxes in the assignment of organic molecules, including math-
ematical definitions, updates and discussion of relevant exam-
ples. Because the oldest method (CP3) was published in 2009,
the literature starting from that year to date was carefully and
systematically covered. Therefore, earlier publications have not
been taken into account, but some have been included in this
article for different reasons.

While the main purpose of this Minireview is to promote
and present all the quantum chemistry tools available to assist
in the NMR elucidation process, there are other useful ap-
proaches that deserve to be mentioned. One of them is the
calculation of coupling constants (J) using quantum chemistry
methods,[3k,u–w] which have proven to be extremely useful to
explore the conformational and stereochemical space of or-
ganic molecules.[1] Other important methods that must be
highlighted are the non-quantum tools for structural assign-
ment. The most prominent work in this area has been made
and it is constantly under development mainly by Prof. Elyash-
berg from ACD Labs, for which in-depth analysis and revision
has already been made. The expert systems developed are the
result of over four decades of investigation in the development
of computer-aided structure elucidation (CASE) methods.[10]

CP3

The CP3 parameter was introduced in 2009 by Smith and
Goodman (from Cambridge University) to tackle the particular
problem of assigning two sets of experimental NMR data to
two possible structures.[7] This situation is very common in syn-
thetic organic chemistry, in which many chemical transforma-
tions might afford two (or more) isomers that even after exten-
sive NMR experiments cannot be indisputably assigned.

Inspired by the proposal of Belostotskii and Rodr�guez that
the cancellation of systematic errors during the NMR calcula-
tion procedure increases the accuracy in the calculation of the
difference between the chemical shifts of related carbon
atoms (rather than the calculations of the chemical shifts
themselves),[3h, 11] the Goodman group formulated three differ-
ent comparison parameters (CP), see Equation (1), in which

Di
exptl =di

A�di
B is the difference in the chemical shift of the ith

nuclei between the two sets of experimental data (namely, A
and B, Figure 3), and Di

calcd =di
a�di

b is the difference in the cal-
culated shifts of the ith nuclei between candidate structures
a and b, Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of CP3, DP4, and ANN-PRA.
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Assuming that the experimental data has been fully as-
signed, that is, all resonances assigned to all the corresponding
nuclei in the proposed structure (which might not be necessa-
rily the case), the problem is simply a matter of selecting the
best match among two options: A = a, B = b (option 1) or A =

b, B = a (option 2). From the simplified example provided in
Figure 3, in the first option the Dexptl computed for carbon 1 is
positive (D1

exptl>0), whereas the corresponding difference for
carbon 2 is negative (D2

exptl<0). The opposite is observed in
the case of the second option. On the other hand, the calculat-
ed differences between a and b (Dcalcd) for carbons 1 and 2 are
positive and negative, respectively. The multiplication between
experimental and calculated differences (DexptlDcalcd) for both
carbons 1 and 2 are positive (and therefore, their sum) for the
first option, and negative for the second one. Dividing by a nor-
malization term, S(Dexptl)

2, which represents the value of the
overall sum that would be obtained if all the experimental dif-
ferences would be perfectly reproduced by the calculations
(Dexptl = Dcalcd), affords the CP1 parameter. A large and positive
CP1 value computed for the first option (A = a, B = b) indicates
that the assignment is likely to be correct. On the other hand,
the negative CP1 value obtained in option 2 means that the
agreement is poor, and the assignment is probably incorrect.

However, very often the calculations do not perfectly repro-
duce the trend experimentally observed for close nuclei (Dcalcd

and Dexptl with different signs when da�db) even for the cor-
rect match, affording negative terms in the numerator of the
equations and lowering the CP1 value for the correct assign-
ment. The same occurs when Dcalcd has the same sign but
smaller magnitude than Dexptl. In both cases the CP1 value is
reduced from the expected value when the experimental dif-
ferences are perfectly reproduced by the calculations (Dcalcd =

Dexptl). In fact, such reduction is desirable, as it indicates a less
good agreement. The main problem of CP1 is the lack of an
upper threshold. For instance, if the calculation overstates the
real differentiation between two nuclei (Dcalcd @Dexptl), the CP1
value would be higher than that expected for a perfect match
(Dcalcd = Dexptl), which is totally counterintuitive. The problem
was solved by replacing the term DcalcdDexptl with (Dexptl)

3/Dcalcd

whenever the conflict situation (Dcalcd>Dexptl) is met, affording
the CP2 parameter. Additionally, CP3 was also introduced to
correct the CP2 underestimation in highly mismatched situa-
tions (Dcalcd>�Dexptl) by including the extra requirement that
the correction is applied only when both Dcalcd and Dexptl have

the same sign. It is important to point out that only CP2 has
a lower limit, �1, corresponding to a perfect disagreement
(meaning that the structures have been incorrectly assigned
and Dcalcd =�Dexptl for all nuclei under consideration).

The robustness of the CPn methods was evaluated by using
a set of 28 isomeric pairs, some of which are depicted in
Figure 4, using the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level of theory for

the GIAO (gauge independent atomic orbitals) NMR calculation
procedure. The use of MMFF geometries for the geometry op-
timization step was chosen to provide good results in the NMR
shift calculations at minimal computational cost (avoiding ex-
pensive ab initio or DFT methods, particularly demanding in
the case of highly flexible compounds). On the basis of the
percentage of correct assignment made by each parameter,
the authors concluded that CP3 afforded better results than
CP1 and CP2, and recommended the former for structural as-
signment in place of other conventional parameters such as R2,
MAE, and CMAE.[7]

Moreover, the new CPn parameters stood out on the high
levels of confidence with which the assignments were made.
For instance, both CP3 and R2 performed equally well in cor-
rectly assigning the 28 isomeric pairs used in the testing set
when all data (13C and 1H) were employed. However, whereas
26 cases were identified in high probability (>99 %) with CP3,
the same level of certainty was achieved in only 2 cases by
using R2.

The calculation of the probability associated to a given as-
signment is done from conditional probability elements and
Bayes’s theorem as given by Equation (2), in which P(AC1 jR1,R2)
is the probability that the proposed assignment is correct
(AC1), R1 and R2 are the parameter values (R2, MAE, CP3, etc.)
computed for each assignment (AC1 and AC2), and P(Ri(ACj)) is
the probability of getting a given parameter value assuming
the assignment is correct (or incorrect) and that the terms Ri

are normally distributed independent random variables. For
a more comprehensive discussion of this equation, see the
original reference.[7]

“Toolbox”

Despite the CP3 parameter being fairly easy to compute “by
hand”, the probability calculation is slightly more complicated

Figure 3. Pictorial and simplified example to illustrate the basic functioning
underlying all the CPn methods. Left : experimental data (A and B) ; Right:
calculated data (a and b).

Figure 4. Representative set of compounds used in the development of CP3.
Carbon atoms with varied stereochemistry are marked with an asterisk.
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and requires the knowledge of the normal distribution descrip-
tors (expectation value and standard deviation) corresponding
to correct and incorrect assignments, and also to the type of
nuclei from which the experimental data was taken (1H, 13C or
both). In an effort to bring this useful methodology to the or-
ganic community, the authors developed an applet that is
freely to use online at http://www-jmg.ch.cam.ac.uk/tools/nmr/
The user is asked to introduce the data (experimental and cal-
culated), that can or cannot be assigned (this is an optional
step), and the applet computes which experimental data be-
longs to which isomer, providing the confidence of the assign-
ment as well.

Applications

Chemical reactions affording at least two isomers that cannot
be unequivocally assigned with the experimental information
available represent examples that might benefit from CP3 cal-
culations. However, this might occur at early stages of a re-
search program, when the preliminary conclusions afforded by
CP3 can be overshadowed by further experimental evidence
obtained in later stages (such as X-ray analysis of an advanced
intermediate, etc.). Therefore, even though all the CP3-related
details might be excluded from the final publication, the im-
portance of this magnificent computational tool should not be
diminished. This being said, we found that the CP3 parameter
was used in solving structural problems in several studies.[12]

Interestingly, only in 33 % of the cases were the NMR shielding
tensors computed at the level of theory reported in the semi-
nal publication (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF).[12a–d] In the remain-
ing 67 %, the geometry optimization steps was conducted at
higher levels, such as B3LYP or mPW1PW91 DFT functionals,
coupled with double- or triple-z basis sets.[12e–k] Hereafter, three
representative examples of the use of CP3 in solving different
types of structural problems are given.

Stereochemical assignment

In 2010, one year after the publication of CP3, the Goodman
group in collaboration with the Paterson group (both from
Cambridge University), reported the synthesis of the 16 possi-
ble stereopentads 9 (Figure 5), bearing a common substitution
pattern found in many natural products.[12d] After an in depth
analysis of the similarity of the experimental NMR spectra of all
isomers, the corresponding GIAO NMR calculations were car-
ried out at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level. With the com-

plete set of experimental and computational data, all possible
120 pairs were matched and the corresponding CP3 parame-
ters were computed. Notably, the CP3 performed very well,
correctly assigning 99 pairs in high confidence, and failing only
in 2 cases (by selecting the wrong match in high probabili-
ty).[12d] To date, this work is one of the most remarkable exam-
ples of the robustness of a computational methodology to
help in the stereoassignment of closely related molecules.

Structural assignment

Hodgson et al. reported the intramolecular cycloaddition of di-
azoketodiester 10 under RhII catalysis to afford the bicyclic de-
rivative 11 in good yields. Upon acidic treatment, 11 rear-
ranged to 12, featuring the 2,8-dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octante
motif present in zaragozic acid and other squalestatins
(Figure 6). However, with the information available the authors

could not unambiguously ruled out the formation of 5,7-dioxa-
bicyclo[2.2.1]heptanetriolate 13, the other plausible rearranged
product. To settle this issue, the authors performed NMR calcu-
lations of 11, 12 and 13 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//OPLSAA level
of theory. The CP3 calculations showed that 11 and 12 had
been correctly assigned with over 99.9 % probability (0.58 for
the correct assignment, �1.19 for the incorrect). Replacing 11
or 12 by 13 afforded negative CP3 values in all cases, indicat-
ing poor fit between any of the two sets of experimental
values with those computed for 13 and reaffirming the assign-
ment made for 12.[12b]

Regiochemical assignment

In 1996, Miftakhov et al. reported an unusual meta selectivity
for the the Diels–Alder reaction between levoglucosenone (14)
and isoprene, indicating 15 as the major isolated adduct, both
under thermal and Lewis acid promoted conditions.[13] More re-
cently, from the basis of DFT calculations (conceptual DFT, tran-
sition state modeling, etc.), Sarotti et al. questioned the origi-
nal assignment, suggesting that the para adduct 16 should be
the preferred product of the reaction (Figure 7). The CP3
values computed at the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) level of theory
played a significant role for providing further evidence in favor
of the revision, since the original arrangement (“major-15,
minor-16”) afforded a negative CP3 value (�0.79), whereas the
corresponding parameter for the inverse assignment (“major-
16, minor-15”) was positive (0.76). Further experimental syn-

Figure 5. Sixteen isomeric stereopentads used to evaluate the CP3 per-
formance. Carbon atoms with varied stereochemistry are marked with an as-
terisk. R = Bn or TBS.

Figure 6. Synthesis of zaragozic acid intermediate.
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thesis, isolation, and full characterization of the major adduct
(16) validated the computational predictions.[12h]

DP4

As discussed in the previous section, the CP3 parameter was
designed to match two sets of experimental data with two
plausible structures. Therefore, it is useless in the case of iso-
merically pure natural products or chemical reactions with per-
fect levels of selectivity. To deal with the more difficult and
challenging task of identifying the correct structure among
several candidates when only one set of experimental data is
available, in 2010 Smith and Goodman (the same developers
of CP3) made a major breakthrough by introducing the DP4
probability.[8]

The basic formulation of the DP4 probability relies on two
main assumptions regarding the errors e between experimen-
tal, dexptl, and calculated (scaled) chemical shifts, ds, (e =

ds�dexptl), namely, that they are normally distributed and inde-
pendent random variables. Regarding the first issue, the au-
thors proved that the errors fit better to a t distribution, char-
acterized with mean m= 0 (as consequence of the linear scal-
ing procedure), standard deviation s, and degrees of freedom
n. Then, for a molecule with N nuclei, the probability associat-
ed to each ith error can be calculated from the cumulative
probability distribution function defined by the terms s and n.
The key step for the DP4 formulation is that, under the as-
sumption of error independence and randomness, multiplica-
tion of all individual ith probabilities gives the overall probabil-
ity for that molecule. Finally, the percentage probabilities for
all candidates are obtained using Bayes’s theorem. Mathemati-
cally, the DP4 probability is defined as shown in Equation (3).

As shown in Figure 8, as each individual error increases in
size, the associated probability (from standard cumulative t-dis-
tributed functions) rapidly decreases, causing a sudden drop in
the combined probabilities for that ith candidate (that is, in
the product of all individual probabilities). This severe penaliza-
tion of large outliers made by DP4 is responsible for the
known tendency to overstate the final probability in some
cases.

The key s and n terms were estimated from 1717 13C shifts
and 1794 1H shifts computed using 117 known organic mole-
cules (some representative examples shown in Figure 9), at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level of theory (the same one used in
the CP3 development, and for the same reasons). The resulting
errors (differences between experimental and calculated shifts)
were fitted to t distributions using the R statistical program,
obtaining s= 2.306 ppm (13C) or 0.185 ppm (1H), and n= 11.38
(13C) or 14.18 (1H) values for the carbon and proton series of
errors, respectively.

“Toolbox”

To simplify the calculation process, the authors created a Java
Applet freely available at http://www-jmg.ch.cam.ac.uk/tools/
nmr/DP4/. The user is first asked to select the database version,
since the [s,n] values that define the probability distribution
and therefore the values obtained from Equation (3), depend
not only on the levels of theory employed for the NMR calcula-
tions, but also on the particular set of examples used to esti-
mate them. The “DP4-original” database contains the [s,n]
values indicated above [2.306,11.38] and [0.185,14.18] for 13C
and 1H series, respectively. However, after the publication of
the paper the authors incremented the number of examples in
their database, providing more “realistic” values of [s,n] . Addi-
tionally, the user can select to compute the DP4 probabilities
assuming either a normal or a t distribution for the individual
errors. The authors recommend the second option to be less
susceptible to overstating the probability values. Finally, the
computational and experimental shifts must be introduced.
The user can choose to compute the DP4 probability using
only 13C data, 1H data or all data (13C and 1H), the last option

Figure 7. Diels–Alder reaction between levoglucosenone and isoprene.

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the DP4 probability.

Figure 9. Representative set of compounds used in the development of
DP4. Carbon atoms with varied stereochemistry are marked with an asterisk.
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being the most recommended. The computational data must
be labeled, whereas the experimental data might not. The
applet can also help to perform the assignment (determine
which experimental shift belongs to which nuclei of the mole-
cule). Finally, the program calculates the probabilities that any
proposal is the correct assignment.

Applications

The performance of DP4 in the assignment of the stereostruc-
ture of complex organic molecules was evaluated and com-
pared with standard statistical parameters of correlation (MAE,
CMAE, etc.), and the former was shown to provide much more
successful and confident results.[8] Since then, it has been used
in more than 50 assignments or revisions of natural and un-
natural products, a remarkable fact considering the youth of
the method. For that reason, DP4 emerges as one of the most
popular and sophisticated computational methods for the
structural or stereochemical determinations of organic com-
pounds.[12c,i, 14]

After thorough analysis of the recent literature on this sub-
ject, one of the major issues that caught our attention was the
high diversity of methods that have been used to compute
the NMR shifts for further DP4 calculations. Only in 27 % of the
cases this procedure was conducted at the level of theory at
which DP4 was formulated (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF).[12c, 14al–ay]

In the remaining 73 %, both geometry optimization and/or
NMR calculation steps were carried out at different lev-
els.[12i, 14a–ak] The general observed trend was the performance
of both stages using standard DFT functionals (B3LYP,
mPW1PW91, M06-2X, wB97XD, OPBE, etc.), coupled with a vari-
ety of basis sets (Pople and Dunning-type double- and triple-z
basis sets, pcS-2, etc.), including also the solvent effect in some
cases. At this point it should be noted that the DP4 probability
value depends heavily on the [s,n] values, that in turn, exhibit
a sharp relationship with the level of theory employed to com-
pute the NMR shifts. For instance, the [s,n] values for 1H NMR
series are [2.306; 11.38][8] and [1.27; 4.19][15] at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p)//MMFF and mPW1PW91/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)
levels, respectively. Thus, strictly speaking, the DP4 values must
be computed at the originally proposed method, unless the
[s,n] are known for any other alternative method (to the best
of our knowledge, this was only done by Paton and co-workers
in their assignment of laurefurenynes A and B, vide infra).[14af]

Naturally, this does not preclude the conclusions arrived in all
studies in which more accurate NMR procedures were em-
ployed, though the DP4 values might have been different.

On the other hand, in 69 % of the cases the DP4 probabili-
ties were based on both 1H and 13C NMR data (as recommend-
ed by the DP4 developers).[12c, 14a–g,j,l–n,p,u,v,y–ac,ae,af,ah–an,ap,aq,at–ay] In
the remaining cases, the 13C NMR data was strongly preferred
to compute the DP4 probability (27 %), finding only 2 exam-
ples (4 %) that were built using 1H NMR data.[14h,ao]

Despite the fact that DP4 can be performed with as many
candidates as possible, it is a common practice to discard alter-
natives from relevant experimental NMR data. By doing this,
the computational cost is reduced and the probability to get

the correct isomer is increased. In fact, 71 % of papers pub-
lished that reported the use of DP4 have been carried out fol-
lowing this approach.[12c,i, 14a–y,ao–ay] Another interesting fact is
that in 28 % of the cases the predictions made by DP4 were ac-
tually validated experimentally (mainly by total synthesis of the
most likely candidate),[14z,aa,ac,af,ag,al,am,ao,ap,aw,ay, 16] indicating a clear
trend for the scientific community to accept stereochemical as-
signments based on theoretical calculations.

To sum up, we have found wide dispersion regarding the
cases in which DP4 was used, both considering the molecular
complexity, level of theory, and strategy approach.

All isomers

Including all isomers in the DP4 calculation procedure has pros
and cons. The most obvious disadvantage is the increase in
the CPU time and data processing, which are linearly depen-
dent on the number of selected candidate structures. On the
other hand, this minimizes the risk of removing the correct
structure from the candidate list by misinterpretation of the
experimental data (which is precisely the main source of struc-
tural misassignments). Therefore, unless the experimental data
available is conclusive to unequivocally remove some struc-
tures, computing the DP4 probability with all candidates is the
most recommended procedure. Fourrepresentative examples
of natural products that have been assigned following this ap-
proach are given below.

Cernupalhine A

Yang, Zhao, and co-workers have devoted their recent research
to the isolation and synthesis of Lycopodium alkaloids, mainly
due to the interesting molecular architectures and biological
activities. In 2014, they isolated from Palhinhaea cernua L. ,
a new alkaloid bearing a C17N skeleton with an unusual hy-
droxydihidrofuranone motif, and named it cernupalhine A.[14aa]

Standard NMR experiments allowed the determination of the
planar structure. On the basis of the proposed biosynthesis
and ROESY experiments the authors suggested a plausible ste-
reochemistry at C7 and C12, though could not unequivocally
extend assignments to the rest of the molecule due to signal
overlapping problems. Moreover, mainly due to the low
amount of sample (0.7 mg), single crystals for X-ray experi-
ments could not be obtained. Asymmetric total synthesis of
cernupalhine A was considered to provide material for further
biological essays and to unequivocally determine its structure.
To decide which isomer to synthesize first, they carried out
NMR calculations of all plausible isomers (16) at the PCM-
mPW1PW91/6-311 + G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p) level of
theory. Once the shifts were computed and scaled for all candi-
dates, DP4 analysis pointed to the 3S*,4R*,5S*,7S*,12S* struc-
ture (20, Figure 10) as the most likely, with probabilities of
99.98 %, 100 %, and 100 % for the 1H, 13C and the combination
of both data, respectively. Starting from an advanced inter-
mediate, and after 10 synthetic steps, they obtained the target
3S,4R,5S,7S,12S isomer 20 in an enatiomerically pure form. All
spectroscopic data was identical to those obtained for the nat-
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ural product, therefore confirming the tridimensional struct-
ure.[14aa]

Cryptomoscatone E3

Cryptomoscatone E3 was isolated by Cavalheiro and Yoshida
from the bark of the Brazilian tree Cryptocarya mandiocanna.[17]

From circular dichroism experiments, the configuration at C6
was set as R, though the remaining three stereocenters could
not be unequivocally assessed. In an effort to solve this stereo-
chemical issue, Pilli and co-workers carried out an in silico
guided, total synthesis approach. Thus, the DP4 probabilities
of the resulting eight possible isomers were computed at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF. The combined probabilities (1H and
13C data) suggested that 6R,8R,10R,12R (74 %) or 6R,8S,10S,12S
(24 %) should be the correct isomer. Interestingly, both feature
the opposite stereochemistry at C8, C10, and C12, indicating
that an anti–syn arrangement in the stereotriad. To increase
the confidence in the isomer to be synthesized, the chemical
shifts calculations were refined at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, and the resulting DP4 probabilities
strongly supported the all-R isomer (21) with high confidence
(99 %). With this guidance, the selected stereoisomer (com-
pound 21, Figure 11) was finally prepared in 14 steps and 9 %
overall yield. Interestingly, the spectroscopic data of the syn-
thetic sample nicely matched those reported for the natural
cryptomoscatone E3, highlighting the success of the computa-
tional predictions.[14al]

Laurefurenynes A and B

2,2’-Bifuranyl-containing natural products have been widely
studied recently, both synthetically and computationally. The
case of elatenyne is particularly interesting, as for long time it

was thought to contain a pyrano[3,2-b]pyran system (com-
pound 22, Figure 12).[18] In 2006, the Burton group proved by
total synthesis that such arrangement did not correspond to
the natural product, suggesting the 2,2’-bifuranyl alternative
present in 23.[19] Moreover, two years later and in collaboration
with the Goodman group, they predicted the most likely ste-
reochemistry of elatenyne (compound 23) from extensive com-
putational studies (perhaps one of the most important studies
in the pre-DP4 era).[20] Finally, in 2012 the groups of Burton
and Kim accomplished the total synthesis of 23, confirming
the computer-predicted stereostructure for elatenyne,[21] the
absolute configuration of which was recently determined by
the crystalline sponge method.[22]

In 2013, the groups of Paton and Burton undertook a similar
approach on laurefurenynes A and B,[14af] isolated three years
earlier by Jaspars and co-workers from Laurencia spp.[23] After
preparation of three model 2,2’-bifuranyls and comparison of
the corresponding 13C NMR spectra with those of the natural
product, the authors questioned the relative stereochemistry
proposed by the isolation team on the basis of NOESY experi-
ments (compound 24, Figure 12). In order to determine the
most likely stereostructure, Paton and co-workers undertook
a DP4 analysis including all the plausible stereoisomers (32) at
the mPW1PW91/6-311G(d,p)//wB97XD/6-31G(d) level. In an in-
teresting discussion, the authors analyze the advantages of op-
timizing the geometries at higher levels, against the use of
MMFF, and suggesting than whenever possible the optimiza-
tion at higher levels is recommended, since more precise re-
sults may be obtained. It is also worth noting that in this case
the authors realized that the key [s,n] DP4 terms might
depend upon the level of theory used to perform the GIAO
calculations, and consequently they recomputed those terms
at the selected level using a database composed of 113 rigid
molecules. All in all, the most likely candidate for laurefureny-
ne B (compound 25) was efficiently synthesized, and its NMR
data nicely agreed with the original data of the natural pro-
duct.[14af]

Madeirolide A

The madeirolide family of macrolides was first reported by
Wright and Winder.[14au] Among several analogues, madeiroli-

Figure 10. Structure found for cernupalhine A. The carbon atoms that were
varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are marked
with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the PCM/
mPW1PW91/6-311 + G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p) level.

Figure 11. Structure found for cryptomoscatone E3. The carbon atoms that
were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are
marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF (method A) and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)
(method B) levels.

Figure 12. Original and revised structures of elatenyne and laurefurenynes A
and B. The carbon atoms that were varied to generate the candidate iso-
mers for DP4 calculations are marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations
were carried out at the mPW1PW91/6-311G(d,p)//wB97XD/6-31G(d) level.
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de A was shown to be a potent inhibitor of the fungal patho-
gen Candida albicans. Interested in the promising biological ac-
tivities and molecular complexity, in 2013 the Paterson group
reported the stereocontrolled synthesis of a fully elaborated
C1–C11 subunit (western fragment) of madeirolide A conven-
iently functionalized to couple with the eastern part (not yet
synthesized) to install the 24-membered macrolactone.[14au]

Considering the synthetic challenge of this endeavor, the au-
thors prudently took special care on the structural proposal
before starting the synthetic planning. Assuming that the rela-
tive stereochemistry of each six-membered ring was right
(from which NOE experiments are usually accurate), thus con-
sidering each ring as a single variable, 128 plausible dister-
eoisomers were taken into consideration. After performing the
DP4 analysis at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level of theory,
they found a strong preference (99.6 %) towards the 9-epi
isomer (compound 27, Figure 13) of the initially proposed

structure (compound 26, Figure 13). Alarmed by this outcome,
Paterson contacted Wright and Winder, who recognized
having correctly assigned maiderolide A at C9 (as 9-R), but ac-
cidentally inverted to 9-S in the 2D-drawing. With the stereo-
chemistry of the re-assigned madeirolide A, Paterson et al. suc-
cessfully achieved the synthesis of the western fragment, find-
ing a highly convincing homology for most of the 1H and 13C
data between the synthesized molecule and the corresponding
portion of the isolated natural product.

Pre-selected isomers

When the experimental data available (NOE, J couplings, etc.)
provides conclusive evidence in favor to some particular ster-
eoarrangement, the remaining candidates can be safely re-
moved from the DP4 analysis. By doing this, the overall com-
putational cost is reduced, increasing also the probability to
identify the correct isomer. Actually, this is the most employed
strategy (71 % of the cases) in the stereoassigment of organic
molecules with DP4.[12c,i, 14a–y,ao–ay] Six representative examples
are given below of natural products the structures of which
have been proposed or revised following this strategy.

Within this category is worth noting to mention the case of
molecules containing stereoclusters. When two stereoarrange-
ments are separated (and, therefore, contain weak interac-
tions), the determination of the relative configuration between

them is a challenging task. Often, the experimental data is not
enough to unequivocally link one stereocluster to another. In
these cases, the DP4 calculations can be performed on each
separated regions using simplified computational models (re-
cently defined as DP4f by Goodman, Paterson and co-
workers),[14ay] or directly modeling the entire compound.

Gambierone

Gambierone, a ladder-shaped polyether from the dinoflagellate
Gambierdiscus belizeanus, was recently isolated by Thomas,
Botana, and co-workers. The unique and complex planar struc-
ture was proposed after extensive NMR analysis, though the
ROESY experiments were not conclusive to fully assign the rela-
tive stereochemistry at C2, C4, and C38 (Figure 14). Moreover,

the low amount of sample precluded further chemical derivati-
zation experiments to settle this issue. For that reason, the au-
thors carried out NMR calculations of the eight resulting candi-
dates at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/STO-3G level. The DP4
probability computed from 13C data strongly supported the
2R*,4R*,38S* stereochemistry present in 28 (91.2 %) that was fi-
nally proposed for this complex natural product.[14q]

Nobilisitine A

In 1999, Evidente and co-workers reported the isolation and
characterization of nobilisitine A, an alkaloid from Clivia nobilis,
and prosposed the structure 29 on the basis of standard NMR
experiments.[24] In 2010, Banwell and co-workers concluded the
total synthesis of ent-29 and found significant deviations in the
NMR data with those reported for the natural product.[25] Since
the synthesized structure was confirmed by X-ray crystallogra-
phy analysis, it seemed evident that the originally proposed
structure was wrong. The close similarity of most the 1H and
13C NMR shifts reported by Evidente with those observed for
the synthesized compound led the Banwell team to proposed
that the source of error was stereochemical.[25] Nevertheless,
the correct stereostructure of nobilisitine A remained unsolved
until Tantillo and co-workers used NMR shift calculations to
settle the controversy.[14l] Therefore, after assuming a cis ring
fusion for the C/D rings, they computed the NMR shifts of all

Figure 13. Original and revised structures of madeirolide A. The carbon
atoms that were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calcula-
tions are marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at
the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level.

Figure 14. Proposed structure for gambierone. The carbon atoms that were
varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are marked
with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d)//B3LYP/STO-3G level.
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remaining eight plausible isomers at the mPW1PW91/6-311 +

G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p) level, previously validated in the
same work with known analogues. Based on standard statistics
parameters of correlation (MAE, maxerr, etc.) they identified 30
(Figure 15) as the most likely structure. The assignment was
strengthened by DP4 calculations, affording 30 as the most
likely structure in high probability. Following Tantillo’s propos-
al, the same year Banwell and co-workers synthesized ent-30 in
three steps from (+)-clividine, and found excellent match in
the spectral data with those reported for the natural com-
pound.[16c]

Leiodermatolide

Leiodermatolide was isolated in 2011 by Paterson et al. , from
the marine sponge Leiodematium sp. , and showed a potent
and selective antimitotic activity (IC50 <10 nm) againt a range
of human cancer cell lines by inducing G2M cell arrest.[14am]

After standard NMR experiments, the unpredecented 16-mem-
bered macrolide skeleton of this promising anticancer drug
was revealed. From a J-based configurational analysis (JBA)
and extensive NOE experiments, the relative stereochemistry
of each main stereocluster (C1-C16 macrocycle and C20–C33
d-lactone) was separately established. However, the experi-
mental data was insufficient to unambiguously define the rela-
tive configuration between both stereoclusters, which was ar-
bitrarily assigned as 31 (Figure 16). To reinforce the stereo-
chemical analysis, a DP4 analysis was carried out at the origi-
nally proposed level of theory (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF) con-
sidering all plausible candidates (32 for the macrocycle and

four for the six-membered lactone). Interestingly, while the ob-
tained values strongly supported the proposed tridimensional
structure for each region (>99 % probability), the relative ste-
reochemistry within the stereoclusters could not be unravel-
ed.[14am]

Finally, in 2012 the F�rstner group accomplished the first
total synthesis of leiodermatolide by using an elegant ring-
closing alkyne metathesis approach.[16d] To indisputably assign
the correct configuration of the natural product, the authors
synthesize the two possible stereoclusters (compound 31 and
its corresponding isomer with all stereochemistries inverted in
the d-lactone moiety). Interestingly, they found that both dia-
stereoisomers were almost indistinguishable from their
13C NMR data, and only subtle differences in the 1H NMR spec-
tra could be observed to indisputably assign 31 as the correct
leiodermatolide.[16d] In the meantime, the Paterson group re-
ported their highly stereocontrolled total synthesis of leioerma-
tolide employing a convergent palladium-mediated fragment
assembly and macrolactonization sequence, providing further
experimental confirmation of the natural product structure.[16a]

Belizentrin

Belizentrin was isolated in 2014 by Fern�ndez, Daranas, and
co-workers from the methanol extract of cell pellets of Proro-
centrum belizeanum, a marine dinoflagellate originally collected
from a coral reef of La Reunion Island (Indian Ocean, Fran-
ce).[14aq] This compound showed interesting pharmacological
activity with cerebellar cells, causing important changes in the
neuronal network integrity at nanomolar concentrations. Once
the planar structure was determined by standard 1D and 2D
NMR experiments, the key stereochemical features of Belizen-
trin (including the geometries of the double bonds, and the
relative stereochemistry of all stereocenters at rings A, B and
C) were determined from ROE and ROESY correlations. The
next stage was to settle the configuration of the 25-membered
macrocycle by connecting the relative stereochemistry of ring
C with the remote C19 stereocenter. To solve this task, they
carried out NMR calculations on a simplified C1–C15 truncated
model, fixing the stereochemistry at ring C as
25R*,27S*,28R*,29S* and modeling the two possible stereoiso-
mers with different configuration at C19: 19R* and 19S*. The
most significant conformers were located using a conformation-
al search sampling using 5000 cycles of molecular dynamics
(using the OPLS05 force field) annelating at 1000 K, followed
by 5000 cycles of large-scale low mode search steps, and the
most stable rotamers were further optimized at the B3LYP/6-
31 + G(d,p) level. The most relevant geometries of each set
were correlated with the ROE and J values, and the computed
structure for the 19S* isomer nicely matched with the experi-
mental data. This was also supported by DP4 analysis at the
B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p)//MMFF level, where the
19S*,25R*,27S*,28R*,29S* isomer was predicted as the correct
one with >99 % probability over the 19R*,25R*,27S*,28R*,29S*
one. Determination of the stereochemistry of the side chain
(C1–C18) was more challenging. The relative configuration of
C3–C7 and C12–C15 had been determined on the basis of ex-

Figure 15. Originally proposed and revised structures of nobilisitine A. The
carbon atoms that were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4
calculations are marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried
out at the mPW1PW91/6-311 + G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p) level.

Figure 16. Proposed structure for leiodermatolide. The carbon atoms that
were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are
marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF level.
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perimental NMR data, therefore the final goal was to connect
both via the four-carbon acyclic tether (C8–C11), which also in-
cludes three contiguous stereocenters. From the Kishi universal
database analysis they proposed an all-syn or all-anti relation-
ships between the oxygenated substituents at this part of the
molecule, though could not entirely settle the problem. Thus,
the 16 possible stereoisomers (with the known relative stereo-
chemistries of rings A and B) were computed at the HF/3-21G
and the NMRs computed at the mPW1PW91/6-31 + G(d,p)
level. DP4 analysis showed that the
3R*,4S*,5R*,6R*,7R*,9S*,10R*,11S*,12S*,14S*,15R* isomer was
the correct one with high confidence (90.1 %), with an all-syn
relationship between C9–C12 oxygenated substituents, in
good agreement with Kishi’s analysis. Finally, the relative con-
figurations of the macrolactam and the side chain stereoclus-
ters were arbitrarily arbitrarily settled as 32 (Figure 17).

Nivariol

Regarding the stereoclusters problem, perhaps one of the
most significant examples was presented in 2011 by Daranas
and co-workers in the isolation and assignment of nivariol,
a new oxasqualenoid from a Macaronesian endemic species of
Laurencia viridis.[14e] This interesting compound presents two
well-separated stereoclusters (C1–C15 and C18–C24) and
within the former, three aditional stereoclusters: C3–C6, C7–
C10, and C11–C14, Figure 18. The elucidation of this complex
molecule was not easy. Initially by using a 2D NMR analysis the
authors unraveled the planar structure. The bicyclic C18–C24
stereocluster was confidently assigned as 18R*,19S*,22R* from
ROESY experiments, though the relative configurations within
the C1–C15 region could not be unequivocally established.
Therefore, mixing JBA with the information provided by syn-
thesized oxasqualenoid fragments, the relative configurations
for C3–C10 and C11–C15 were proposed. Finally, the connec-
tion between them with the C18–C24 portion was done com-
putationally using DP4 analysis. In this fashion, four different
possibilities were proposed and the corresponding NMR shifts

were computed at the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p)//mPW1PW91/6-
31G(d) level of theory in CHCl3. While the relative stereochem-
istry of the C3–C11 stereocluster could be established (since
over 80 % probability was found for the two candidates with
the same configurations at those centers), the linking with the
C18–C24 fragment required a deeper analysis. Finally, combin-
ing JBA, conformational analysis from DFT calculations, NOE
correlations, and biosinthetic studies, the authors proposed
the 3S,6S,7R,10R,11S,14R,15S,18R,19S,22R stereochemistry
shown for compound 33 (Figure 18).

Mandelalide A

Mandelalide A represents not only a relevant and illustrative
case of the role of total synthesis in solving structural prob-
lems, but also an emblematic example of the modest per-
formance made by DP4 in some difficult scenarios. This com-
plex natural product was isolated in 2012 from new species of
Lissoclin by McPhail and co-workers, which after detailed and
extensive NMR experiments, along with chemical derivatization
analysis, proposed the structure 34 depicted in Figure 19.[26]

Enticed by the remarkable anticancer activity and molecular
complexity, several synthetic groups focused their efforts to-
wards the total synthesis of mandelalide A—the group of
F�rstner was the first to achieve this challenging goal in 2014.
Regrettably, the NMR spectra of synthetic and natural mande-
lalide A did not perfectly match, demonstrating that, once
again, a natural product had been incorrectly assigned.[27]

Figure 17. Proposed structure for belizentrin. The carbon atoms that were
varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are marked
with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the B3LYP/6-
31 + G(d,p)//MMFF level (Region 1) and B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p)//HF/3-31G
(Region 2) levels of theory.

Figure 18. Proposed structure of nivariol. The carbon atoms that were varied
to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calculations are marked with an
asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at the mPW1PW91/6-
31G(d,p)//mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) level.

Figure 19. Originally proposed and revised structures of mandelalide A. The
carbon atoms that were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4
calculations are marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried
out at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//CHARMM level.
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Beyond frustration “…although frustrating per se, these findings
showcase that total synthesis remains an indispensable branch
of natural product chemistry…”, F�rstner and co-workers decid-
ed to find the source of error, suspecting that it was on the
northern side of the molecule. To narrow down the number of
possible candidates to synthesize, the authors computed the
NMR shifts of 20 conceivable isomers at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//
CHARMM level, and correlated them by means of DP4 calcula-
tions with the experimental data corresponding to the natural,
and two synthetic isomers (34 and 11-epi-34). Interestingly, in
all cases DP4 strongly supported isomer 35 with high probabil-
ities (ca. 100 %), which was wrong for the last two correlations
(that were precisely included to provide confidence on the
DP4 assignment).[14aw] The fact that in the end 35 turned out to
represent the natural product is anecdotal, the inconsistency
of the results left the authors no other choice than sorting out
the mandelalide A issue by standard trial and error procedures.
Then, after the total synthesis of three isomers, they found
that the NMR data of 35 agreed satisfactorily well with the nat-
ural product.[14aw] In the meantime, the Xu, Ye, and co-workers,
independently reached the same conclusion by finding that
the upper side of the molecule was the source of the problem,
with all the corresponding stereocenters inverted.[28]

DP4 +

Considering the enormous challenge of correlating only one
set of experimental data to closely related isomeric com-
pounds, it should not in any way be surprising the modest per-
formance exhibited by DP4 in some cases by pointing towards
the incorrect isomer or affording inconsistent or unreliable re-
sults (see the mandelalide A case). In fact, in the seminal publi-
cation the authors included several examples that were not
successfully predicted by DP4.[8]

In order to improve the performance of the method, Sarotti
and co-workers recently introduced a modified probability
(DP4 +) by challenging two main arguments of the original for-
mulation: the level of theory at which the method was devel-
oped and the exclusive use of scaled shifts.[15] Regarding the
first issue, the developers of DP4 used B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//
MMFF as a useful alternative to provide reasonably good
chemical shifts predictions at low computational cost (mainly,
avoiding expensive ab initio or DFT methods in the geometry
optimization step). However, as it often occurs in many other
scientific disciplines, faster is not generally better. Using more
refined geometries (for instance, B3LYP/6-31G(d)) and better
treatments for the GIAO NMR calculations (inclusion of solvent,
use of triple-z basis sets, etc.) can significantly improve the ac-
curacy of the overall NMR prediction step. On the other hand,
scaling the calculated shifts is commonly used to remove sys-
tematic errors. Therefore, the scaled shifts (ds) are closer to the
experimental values, and the resulting errors follow a normally
distributed series (a cardinal feature of DP4). In other words,
the magnitude of an error becomes independent from the
chemical environment (for instance, hybridization). Not only is
this is not generally the case, but linear scaling can increase
the risk of false positives by allowing incorrect structures to

afford a fortuitously better fitting with the experimental data
than the correct structure. Hence, adding unscaled shifts to
the DP4 equation might reduce this potential problem, em-
phasizing the environmental contrast between the candidates.

Taking into account these issues, a modified DP4 probability
(DP4 +) was defined as Equation (4), in which the probability
that candidate i (out of m isomers) is correct (P(i)) is a function
of the corresponding probabilities computed using scaled and
unscaled shifts. Each term (sDP4 + and uDP4 + , respectively)
follows the mathematical logic of DP4 [see Eq. (3)] .

However, the second term bears two important modifica-
tions. First, the center of the distribution is no longer centered
on zero (m¼6 0), and second, the series must be decomposed
regarding the hybridization of the nuclei in question. This is
because that it was found that even though the full set of un-
scaled errors did not follow a t-distributed series, each sp2 and
sp3 series actually did. Therefore, the DP4 + probability was de-
fined by 16 parameters (ns, ss, nu–sp2, mu–sp2, su–sp2, nu–sp3, mu–sp3

and su–sp3) for the 13C distributions, and the corresponding
eight parameters for the 1H series, which in turn depend upon
the level of theory used to compute the NMR shifts.

Performance

By using a set of 48 challenging compounds from which DP4
afforded modest performance, the DP4 + was evaluated at 24
different levels of theory. In all cases, DP4 + performed better
(up to 2.4 times) than DP4, with the PCM/mPW1PW91/6-31 +

G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level being the most recommended
one. Moreover, it was found that better results were observed
with triple-z or double-z polarized basis sets including diffuse
functions, and including the solvent effect using PCM. Remark-
ably, such levels were found to afford a sharper t (lower s)
series for the 1H error distributions, but not necessarily for the
13C series, indicating a clear relationship between the accuracy
of proton NMR prediction with the DP4 + performance. Anoth-
er improvement of DP4 + was to reduce the known tendency
of DP4 to overstate the probability when making incorrect as-
signments in high confidence.[8] In other words, unless the ex-
perimental and calculated data are conclusive towards a certain
assignment, DP4 + does not advocate any specific option.
These results clearly demonstrated that the level of theory em-
ployed to compute the NMR shifts play a key role in the proba-
bility distributions.[15] An insightful discussion of the role of
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scaled and unscaled shifts, along with the type of nuclei (1H or
13C), in the DP4 + probability calculations was also made.[15]

The case of cryptomoscatone D1 and D2 (compounds 36
and 37, isolated by Cavalheiro and Yoshida in 2002,[17] and re-
vised by the Pilli group in 2014[29]) represents an illustrative ex-
ample of the better performance of DP4 + over DP4. Interest-
ingly, DP4 + correctly predicted the stereochemistry of crypto-
moscatones D1 and D2 (Figure 20) in high confidence, while
the original DP4 formulation significantly failed in both cases.

“Toolbox”

To compute the DP4 + probability, an Excel file is available
from the authors at sarotti-nmr.weebly.com. The user can
select, from drop down lists, the level of theory at which the
NMR data was computed (24 different options). Entering the
experimental data and computed shielding tensors, the
spreadsheet gives the DP4 + probability computed for each
candidate. In a second sheet, this data can be also found dis-
aggregated depending on the type of data (1H, 13C or all data;
unscaled shifts and/or scaled shifts).

Confidence levels and probabilities—CP3, DP4
and DP4 +

In all the methods discussed above (CP3, DP4, and DP4 +) the
probability computed for a given assignment reflects the cer-
tainty of such conclusion. Thus, despite the fact that there are
no strictly defined cutoff limits, different general situations can
be postulated according to the computed probability values.
When such values are high (near 100 %) or low (near 0 %),
these results clearly indicate that the data were probably well
or incorrectly assigned, respectively. In less extreme situations,
the confidence on the assignment lowers as the probability
values move away from those limits. In fact, no firm statements
can be done with probability values around 50 %.

Finally, it should be also noted that several assumptions and
simplifications are made to compute the probabilities (for ex-
ample, that the errors are random and independent variables,
and that the expectation values and standard deviations can
be well approximated from a relatively small set of com-
pounds). For these reasons, it should be wise to take the prob-
ability values as a rough guide to identify the most likely as-

signment, rather than giving them a more strict mathematical
meaning.

ANN-PRA

Both CP3 and DP4 are “comparison-based” approaches, mean-
ing that the decision making relies on the goodness of fit be-
tween experimental and calculated NMR data from a set of
two or more candidates. The results are relative (candidate i is
more likely to be correct than candidate j) and not absolute
(candidate i is correct, candidate j is incorrect). This creates
a circumstantial problem: the correct structure must be includ-
ed in the candidate list, otherwise the methods will invariably
point towards a false result. Moreover, they cannot be used to
decide whether a given structural proposal is wrong or right,
as the absence of any second alternative makes the compari-
son impossible to make. In 2013, Sarotti suggested a conceptu-
ally novel way to solve such structural validation problems on
the basis of pattern recognition analysis (PRA) using artificial
neural networks (ANNs), Figure 21.[9a] These mathematical

models are systems of data processing that were conceived on
the grounds of biological brains, representing emblematic ex-
amples of artificial intelligence techniques.[30] The initial ap-
proach was conceived from the exclusive analysis of 13C data.
Thus, a set of statistical parameters computed from the corre-
lation between the experimental and calculated NMR (using
fast methods to perform the geometry optimization step, such
as MM + , AM1 and HF/3-21G) for the proposed structure cre-
ates a footprint that is finally translated with a trained artificial
neural network (ANN) to provide the solution (the structure is
right or wrong). Using two-layer feed-forward network archi-
tectures with sigmoid transfer functions and scaled conjugate
gradient back-propagation algorithms, the learning ability of
the resulting ANNs was trained with 200 representative exam-
ples of correct and incorrect structures. Throughout the pro-
cess, the weights between neurons synapses w (a measure of
the strength of the connection) and the biases b values are de-
termined iteratively to afford the optimal classification per-
formance of the training set. In that study, 18 statistical de-

Figure 20. Revised structures of cryptomoscatones D1 and D2. The carbon
atoms that were varied to generate the candidate isomers for DP4 calcula-
tions are marked with an asterisk. The NMR calculations were carried out at
the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)//MMFF (DP4) and PCM/mPW1PW91/6-31 + G(d)//
B3LYP/6-31G(d) (DP4 +) levels.

Figure 21. Schematic representation of a two-layer feed-forward ANN.
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scriptors (that in turn defined the input layer) were evaluated:
MAE, CMAE, s, Cs, MaxErr, CMaxErr, m, b, and R2, both using
TMS and MSTD[3m,n] as standard references. Several ANNs were
built and trained using different sizes of input and hidden
layers, and it was found that in all cases the best classification
was achieved with the full set of descriptors (9 from TMS, and
9 from MSTD). The resulting trained ANNs from MM + , AM1
and HF/3-21G geometries (MM-18, AM1-18 and HF-18, respec-
tively) were evaluated for 26 cases of natural product mis-as-
signments along with the corresponding revised structures.
The high prediction capacity observed (100 % with the best
ANN-HF-18), along with the low amount of time required to
perform the overall procedure, make this model a suitable test
for rapid identification of structural misassignments. For exam-
ple, the errors in the originally proposed structures of hexacy-
clinol and aquatolide (Figure 1), and the validation to support
the revised structures could be successfully determined with
trained ANNs, requiring only few minutes to perform the NMR
calculations using standard CPUs.

The suitability of the ANN-PRA methodology in natural prod-
uct chemistry can be well illustrated with the cases of dichomi-
tol and paesslerin A (Figure 22). These natural products were

isolated by the groups of Wei[31] and Palermo,[32] respectively,
and they proposed the structures 38 and 39, respectively, on
the basis of extensive 1D and 2D NMR experiments. After total
synthesis of the putative structures by Mehta[33] and Ihara,[34]

respectively, significant differences in the NMR data between
synthetic and natural products were observed, indicating that
the originally proposed structures were wrong (in fact, up to
date the real structures of both natural products remain un-
known). In the eyes of the isolation teams, the structures 38
and 39 nicely accounted for the experimental data, meaning
that there were not any other structural proposals (at least,
not according to the original papers). Therefore, none of the
comparison-based methods could have been helpful in pre-
venting the publication of such structures. On the other hand,
the ANN-PRA approach could have successfully detected an
alarming mismatch between experimental and calculated data
for each pair, indicating a failure in the structural elucidation
process.

The proof-of-principle ANN-PRA approach, developed for
13C NMR data, afforded very good results in detecting connec-
tivity and regiochemical errors. However, low performance was
achieved when dealing with stereochemical isomerism, much
more subtle in terms of spectroscopic differentiation. To tackle

this issue, in 2015 the same group expanded the ANN-PRA
methodology to include 1H and 1H-13C HSQC experiments. Fol-
lowing a conceptually similar strategy, several parameters of
correlation between experimental and calculated monodimen-
sional 1H and 13C data (MAE, CMAE, etc.) data were computed.
In addition, 18 extra parameters were included to account for
the goodness of fit between the experimental and predicted
HSQC data. The NMR calculations were carried out at the
mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) (gas phase) and mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p)
(PCM) levels, from B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries. The use of
a more demanding computational method for the geometry
optimization step was justified on the basis of the concomitant
increase in the accuracy of the predictions. Again, two different
reference systems (TMS and MSTD) were used to extract the
chemical shifts, leading to a total number of 72 descriptors.
Using a training set of 208 examples (composed of known
compounds with confidently assigned 13C and HSQC spectra,
and the corresponding incorrect structures built by introducing
slight modifications to the former by inverting a stereocenter
of changing the positions of few atoms), more than 400 ANNs
were built and trained using different sizes of input and
hidden layers. Three trained ANNs showed optimal results in
terms of classification capacity : ANN-TMSvac (built using 36 pa-
rameters computed at the PCM/mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) level
and TMS as reference standard), ANN-MSTDsol (built using
36 parameters computed at the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) level
and MSTD as reference standard), and ANN-mix (built using
the 72 parameters described above). With these modifications,
the new ANNs could detect errors in the stereochemical limit,
affording very high (>92 %) percentage of correct classification
after the training. Finally, the performance of the method was
successfully evaluated (up to 100 % of correct prediction) in
challenging real cases of misassignments (some prepresenta-
tive examples are given in Figure 23).[35] Interestingly, these
trained ANNs could successfully detect the stereochemical mis-
take of putative mandelalide A (compound 34, Figure 19). The
best results were obtained with the ANN-mix network, which
is recommended to obtain the most reliable outcomes.

“Toolbox”

The ANN-PRA calculations are extremely tedious and difficult
to compute “by hand”. For that reason, unlike CP3 and DP4, in
this case an additional software tool is essential. This was

Figure 22. Proposed structures of dichomitol and paesslerin A, that were
found incorrect by total synthesis.

Figure 23. Revised structures of plexaurolone, trichodiol, ficifolidione and
protubonine A. In the originally proposed structures, the carbon atoms
marked with an asterisk had been assigned with the opposite configuration.
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solved by embodying all the mathematical equations that
define the trained ANNs in simple Excel spreadsheets. Then,
the user is asked to introduce the experimental data of the
sample, and the computed shielding tensors of the candidate
structure. After indicating which carbon (or proton attached
to) is sp–sp2 hybridized, the file computes the unscaled and
scaled chemical shifts (using TMS and MSTD as reference
standards), along with the corresponding statistical parameters
of correlation, that in turn are used to feed the corresponding
trained ANN to finally obtain a result (the candidate structure
is right or wrong). It is important to point out that these ANNs
have been developed using unassigned data (that is, it is not
important to know which experimental NMR signal corre-
sponds to which nuclei in the proposed structure), represent-
ing an additional simplification of the overall process.

Summary

As demonstrated above, the computational methods (CP3,
DP4, and ANN-PRA) that combine affordable quantum chemi-
cal calculations with sophisticated data processing allow the
structural or stereochemical assignment of complex organic
compounds with remarkable levels of confidence. For that
reason, they have already emerged as indisputable comple-
ments to the experimental NMR spectroscopy. In understand-
ing the key role that these marvelous toolboxes have had in
settling structural issues (many of which could only be solved
by total synthesis), it could be predicted an even wider use in
the near future.

Keywords: computer chemistry · NMR calculations · NMR
spectroscopy · quantum chemistry · structure elucidation
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Computational Chemistry to the
Rescue: Modern Toolboxes for the
Assignment of Complex Molecules by
GIAO NMR Calculations

Help! The structural and stereochemical
assignment of organic compounds is
often a hard and difficult task. The cal-
culation of NMR properties of molecules
using quantum chemical methods has
been extensively used in the recent
past to settle the tridimensional struc-
tures of complex natural and unnatural
products. In this Minireview, some
recent advances in this area are present-
ed and discussed.

Computational Chemistry

In their Minireview on page && ff. , N. Grimblat and A. M.
Sarotti present computational methods that combine
affordable quantum chemical calculations with sophisticated
data processing to allow the structural or stereochemical
assignment of complex organic compounds with
remarkable levels of confidence. Such methods have
emerged as indisputable complements to experimental
NMR spectroscopy.
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